Arts And Crafts Help Children's Cognitive Abilities; Why You Should Read This!
Life made better has made a product that will aid a child's creative and motor skill development, My Loom Box!
CARMEL, IN, January 14, 2014 /24-7PressRelease/ -- Arts and crafts are a gift to parents everywhere. What parent
doesn't love to take their kids away from the TV and phone to do something productive for once? You can make things with
your children and have quality time together, where there's room for laughter and new memories. You will be able to work
with your children to steady their pace at new projects that can instill confidence in everything they do, and for the future.
According to Lauren Harris's article "
Home made gifts: The art of crafting with kids" she states that the
experience is really all that matters when doing arts and crafts with your kids.
They will further explore things that interest them, such as tissue flower making, sewing, gluing, and more. There is also
intricate jewelry making, and basic bracelet braiding, such as the popular Rainbow Loom. The Rainbow loom is an
extremely popular amongst children, that helps develop the motor skills of children at a young age. Perhaps this is one of
the most innovative crafts your child can learn today, because of its sheer simplicity.
With this project, you and your child will be able to craft complex bracelets with varying designs and accessories, for fun! But
where to place all of the accompanying rubber bands and clips? Introducing My Loom Box for the rainbow loom! The loom
fits perfectly within the case, and all clips and hooks are held in assigned spaces, that can teach children organization as
well as focus. The My Loom Box has 19 sturdy compartments to hold all of the necessary tools and accessories that come
with purchasing the rainbow loom. As stated previously, your child will love bringing My Loom Box with them; wherever they
go it will keep their rubber bands neatly they go. It will keep their rubber bands neat and organized, and have a storage
place for all of their things. This product features a brightly colored handle, and a sturdy loom carrying case, and is now
available online. The bracelets your child makes will heighten their creativity at a young age, and help create lasting
memories with you.
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